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Techniques for determining pressure in the hydrothermal diamond-anvil cell:
Behavior and identification of ice polymorphs (I, III' V' VI)
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ABsrnAcr

For HrO densities > 1.0 g/cm3, a determination of the ice melting temperature provides
the density information required to calculate the P-T path that the sample in a hydro-
thermal diamond-anvil cell follows when the sample is heated isochorically. The principal
difficulty is the identification of the polymorph because of metastable behavior of ices in
the HrO system. Usually, an accurate identification of the liquidus ice phase can be made
without analytical instrumentation and requires only careful observations.

IrvrnooucrroN

The hydrothermal diamond-anvil cell (HDAC) is an
advantageous experimental tool because the sample can
be seen by light microscopy, and many types of analltical
techniques can be applied while the sample is at high
pressures and temperatures; however, the difficulty of de-
termining the pressure precisely and accurately is a crit-
ical limitation that has prevented its widespread use in
hydrothermal studies. In recent work, Shen et al. (1993)
demonstrated a technique for determining pressure that
may have wide applicability. They showed that during
heating or cooling, the sample volume in the HDAC can
be held constant within + 10/0. Therefore, if the density of
the fluid sample is known at one P-Z condition and an
accurate equation of state (EOS) is available, the iso-
choric P-Z path traversed by the sample during heating
or cooling can be calculated. In their test application of
this idea, Shen et al. (1993) placed a doubly polished
quartz chip in the HDAC with HrO as the pressure me-
dium. At low temperature, the HrO density was calcu-
lated from the liquid-vapor homogenization temperature
(fJ. On the basis of this density, P-Z paths were calcu-
lated from various equations of state for H'O. At a higher
temperature, the a-B quartz transition, which was ob-
served as an abrupt shift in the fringes of a laser interfer-
ence pattern, provided a second P-T callbration point.
The intersection of a calculated, isochoric P-I path with
lhe a-B quartz transition curve yields a temperature that
can be compared with the observed transition tempera-
ture. They concluded that, of the equations considered,
the Eos of Hro formulated by Haar et al. (1984) gave
the best prediction of the d-B quartz transition tempera-
ture from the observed 2". Although Zn continued to de-
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crease slightly as the temperature was cycled between the
liquid-vapor homogenization and a-0 qtarlz transition
temperatures because ofgasket relaxation (Shen, unpub-
lished data), the sample volume followed an isochore to
a very good approximation after the first heating.

In experiments employing HrO densities > 1.0 g,/cm3,
the solidJiquid boundaries of HrO provide an excellent
means of determining the density of an isochore. Wagner
et al. (1994) critically evaluated available experimental
measurements for the iceliquid boundaries, corrected
these data for changes in the pressure and temperature
scales, and presented equations that represent the ice-
liquid boundaries to pressures ofabout 200 kbar, the up-
per limit of the experimental measurements.

With regard to calculating H'O densities along the ice
boundaries, the equations ofHaar et al. (1984) and Saul
and Wagrrer (1989) yield small, systematic deviations from
the pressure-corrected data of Bridgman (1912). Of great-
er concern is the divergence ofisochores calculated from
these equations at higher temperatures (Fig. l). For ex-
ample, in the postulated P-T region for the genesis of
blueschist-facies metamorphic rocks, ultrahigh pressures
and moderate temperatures (e.g., Sharp eIal, 1993;Zhang
and Liou, 1994), the divergence is considerable. A pos-
sible explanation was offered by Saul and Wagner (1989)
who noted that the EOS of Haar et al. (1984) exhibits
anomalous behavior, a crossing of calculated isotherms,
at very high pressures and low temperatures. The results
of a study based on synthetic fluid inclusions in corun-
dum by Brodholt and Wood (1994) also suggest that the
EOS of Saul and Wagner (1989) is more accurate than
the equation of Haar et al. (1984). On the other hand, the
experiments of Shen et al. (1993) at temperatures and
pressures up to 850 oC and I I kbar indicate that the Haar
et al. (1984) EOS may be more accurate. At present, de-
spite the technical improvements of the Saul and Wagner
(1989) equation, it is not an unequivocal choice for per-
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forming geologic calculations at all temperatures and
pressures. Ifneither the Haar et al. (1984) nor the Saul
and Wagner (1989) EOS appears suitable for a particular
application, one of the many equations (e.g., Halbach and
Chatte{ee, 1982; Duan et al., 1992; Brodholt and Wood,
1993) that has been formulated for use only at high p-Z
conditions may be substituted for the high p-7: part of
the isochore calculation.

The problem of correctly identifying ice polymorphs in
the HDAC is complicated by the metastability of some
of the phases and the apparent shifting of some of the
phase boundaries as a result. The purpose of this study
is to provide a guide to the criteria that can be applied
with confrdence to the identification ofthe pertinent ice
phases and melting curves. When these phases and curves
are properly identified, they provide an accurate and re-
liable means of producing the desired pressure-tempera-
ture conditions for the study of hydrothermal systems.

ExpnnrprnNlAr, DETATLS

The HDAC used in our work was designed by Bassett
et al. (1993) for use in hydrothermal studies. Briefly, a
type-K thermocouple (0.076 mm diameter wire) was ce-
mented to each diamond anvil adjacent to the sample
space. Thermocouples were calibrated in situ at the triple
point of HrO (0.01 "C) and the melting point of NaNO,
(306.8 "C). The ice I-ice Ill-liquid triple point at -21.985
'C (Wagner et al., 1994) is a convenient secondary cali-
bration point. The temperature of the bottom diamond
more accurately reflects the melting-point temperature in
the HDAC because the crystal is usually in contact only
with the bottom diamond. However, the condensation
behavior of large vapor bubbles that touch both anvil
faces provides a sensitive means of detecting temperature
gradients between anvils. We consider reported tempera-
tures to be accurate to +0.2 "C.

The temperature of the sample was controlled by either
of two methods. For temperatures below ambient, the
sample was cooled by directing a stream of cold nitrogen
gas at the diamond anvils. The flow rate and the approx-
imate temperature of the gas stream were controlled by
a system that allows mixing of cold nitrogen gas and liq-
uid. With this system, the sample can be rapidly cooled
to near liquid nitrogen temperature, and, in the range of
about -40 to 20 oC, the temperature can be controlled
with a variation of <0. I "C. At temperatures above am-
bient, the sample is heated by means of Mo resistance
heaters wound on the tungsten carbide anvil seats. Ther-
mocouples are interfaced to a PC-AT compatible com-
puter, and temperatures are overlaid on the video record
of the experiment (Haselton and Chou, 1994). The gasket
was 125 pm thick rhenium foil with a 500 pm diameter
hole that was drilled with a Q-switched Nd:yAG laser.

In most experiments, a small chip of BaTiO, was load-
ed into the cell with deionized, distilled water. Several
P-Itraverses were made between the ice nucleation tem-
perature and the tetragonal to cubic transition tempera-
ture of BaTiO, before tightening the cell again. In exper-
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Fig. l. Selected isochores for high-density liquid HrO, 0.5-
1.3 g/cm3, calculated from the Haar et al. (1984, dashed curves)
and Saul and Wagner (1989, solid curves) equations of state.
Neither equation of state was extrapolated beyond the recom-
mended P-T range. The temperatures corresponding to selected
densities in the range 0.8-1.1 g/cm3 at l0 kbar from Burnham
et d. (1969) are shown by solid squares. Open squares are the
P-I conditions of the lower temperature experiments of Brod-
holt and Wood (1994), and open circles are the P-7 conditions
of observations of the a-B quartz transition by Shen et d. (1993)
determined from the equation of Mirwald and Massonne (1980).

iments in which a crystal of BaTiO, was present, the
tetragonal to cubic transitional temperature was also used
to calculate a pressure and density (Chou et al., 1993).
We saw no evidence of significant BaTiO, dissolution,
such as pitting or precipitation of cystallites; therefore,
we assume that the presence of BaTiO, does not affect
HrO phase relations. This second density determination
provided a check on our identification ofthe liquidus ice
phase. Our interpretation of these freezing experiments is
based on visual observation; we collected no spectro-
scopic data. Typically, ice nucleated at 15-40'C below
the melting point, and, on a specific isochore, the amount
ofsupercooling required for nucleation ofice usually was
reproducible to within a few degrees.

The precise beginning of ice melting in the HDAC can
be quite difficult to detect, especially when the density is
not close to a triple point. Probably because the temper-
ature gradient between anvils is larger than that across
the sample space, the initial liquid occurs as a thin film
on a diamond face. Until ice begins to retreat from the
inside rim of the gasket, the liquid phase does not have
a clearly discernible boundary. Although the initial liquid
cannot be seen, a distinct coarsening ofgrain texture is a
reliable signal ofits presence.

Certainly for liquid-absent assemblages, some nonhy-
drostatic stress is present in these experiments, but we
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cannot assess its significance. We did not make long-du-
ration observations of liquid-absent assemblages to ob-
serve deformation or recrystallization that could be at-
tributed to nonhydrostatic stress.

Rssur,rs AND DlscussroN

Because the HDAC is essentially a constant-volume
device, a density-temperature plot (Fig. 28) of HrO phase
relations is a more appropriate representation of phase
relations than a pressure-temperature diagram (Fig. 2A).
In addition to giving information about proportions of
phases at a specific density, a density-Tplot is more use-
fnl than a P-T plot in unraveling metastable behavior. In
drawing the density-f diagram, liquid densities were cal-
culated by means of Wagner et al. (1994) and Saul and
Wagner (1989). The densities of corresponding ice phases
are given by Bridgman (1912). Volumes as a function of
temperature are also grven by Bridgman ( I 9 I 2) for most
subsolidus reactions, but because the PW properties are
not known for ice II, ice III, and ice V, the extents of
one-phase fields are less certain at lower temperatwes.
The most uncertain aspect of the density-Z diagram is
the position of the ice Il-ice V-ice VI three-phase line;
although, the density changes on the ice Il-ice V and ice
V-ice VI boundaries are well known. Of course. the di-
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agrams in Figure 2 represent stable equilibrium phase
relations, but iceJiquid metastable relations can be ap-
proximated by smooth extensions of appropriate bound-
aries.

Typical growth habits of ice I, ice III, ice V, and ice VI
on the liquidus are shown in Figure 3. Ice I (Fig. 3A)
grows as elongated blades that have low negative optical
relief. Ice III (Fig. 38) grows as approximately equidi-
mensional thin plates that have low positive optical re-
lief. The gowth habits of ice I and ice III are sufficiently
distinct as to be diagnostic. The optical relief of ice V
(Fig. 3C) and ice VI (Fig. 3D) is significantly greater than
that of ice I and ice III. Ice V crystals tend to be tabular,
whereas ice VI crystals tend to be more equant and some-
times form pseudo-octahedra. The birefringence of all
these polymorphs is low. In some instances, we were not
confident of our ability to distinguish ice polymorphs in
a density range near the ice V-ice Vl-liquid triple point.

Metastable behavior of ice polymorphs has been ob-
served in many studies, and the observed phenomena are
dependent on the type of apparatus (e.g., Bridgman, l9l2;
Evans, 1967). We encountered metastable phase relations
in almost all freezing experiments except at liquidus pres-
sures exceeding about l0 kbar. First, with pure water in
the HDAC, we observed ice II infrequently. Of the ice

FrC.2. (A) Pressure-temperature and (B) density-temperature phase diagrams for HrO. Ice IV does not appear because it is not
a stable phase.



Fig. 3. Examples of the morphology of ices grown on the
liquidus. The contrast of the video images was increased, and
some mottling resulting from the outside surface of the top di-
amond was edited. (A) Ice I at -16.0 "C, (B) ice III ar -20.9
'tC, (C) ice V at -5.9'C, and (D) ice VI at 50.0 "C with a crystal
of barium titanate. Field of view is about 0.5 mm. The barely
discernible temperatures on the images were not corrected.

phases discussed here, only ice II has ordered protons
that may reduce the probability of ice II nucleation. One
result ofthe failure ofice II to nucleate is that, for a large
density range, ice I and ice V often nucleate together. As
the temperature increases, ice III also often fails to nu-
cleate; hence, liquidus temperatures for ice I are observed
below the minimum melting point of -21.985 .C (Wag-
ner et al., 1994). A diagnostic feature ofthe coexistence
of ice I and ice V is melting at about -27.5 "C, the meta-
stable ice I-ice V-liquid triple point.

At liquidus pressures of about 2-4 kbar, ice III tends
to replace ice V during warming subsequent to the nucle-
ation of ice I and ice V, so that ice III is the liquidus
phase. In some experiments, ice III was the liquidus phase
at temperatures above the ice III-ice V-liquid triple point,
for which the likely interpretation is that ice III nucleated
initially with ice I instead of ice I with ice V or the stable
assemblage ice I and ice II. At liquidus pressures above
the ice V-ice Vl-liquid triple point(6324 bar,0.16.C),
ice VI is the liquidus phase, though ice VI sometimes
occurs at lower pressures because of the failure of ice V
to nucleate.

In Figure 4A-4D, we show a sequence of images from
a melting-point determination at a bulk density of l 13
g/cm3 that displays some typical metastable behavior. In
this experiment, two ice phases nucleated: ice I at -49
oC and ice V at - 5l 'C. On warming, liquid appeared at
about -27.6 'C, indicating the presence of the meta-
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Fig. 4. Sequence ofimages for a freezing experiment at a bulk
density of l.l3 g/cm3. (A) Ice I and ice V at -48.5 'C, (B) ice I
and ice II at -68.9 "C, (C) ice I and ice III at -31.1 t, and (D)
ice III, a remnant of ice I, and liquid at -22.1qC. Field of view
is about 0.5 mm. The barely discernible temperatures on the
images were not corrected.

stable assemblage ice I + ice V + liquid. The temperature
was then decreased, and, at about -50 "C, the sample
appeared as in Figure 4A. The mottled appearance of the
high-relief phase labeled ice V is probably due to some
ice I sandwiched between ice V and the diamond-anvil
faces. In the temperature range -67 to -69 'C, the ap-
pearance of the sample changed to that shown in Figure
48. We suspect from the volume increase that ice V
transformed to ice II. On warming, the mottled appear-
ance of the ice II mass in Figure 4B changed somewhat,
but, at about -31.1 'C, the volume of high-relief mass
increased again (Fig. 4C), perhaps signaling the transfor-
mation of ice II to ice III. Finally, at -22J 'C, the ice
phases recrystallized (Fig. 4D), presumably facilitated by
the presence of liquid. The ice I melted leaving ice III
and liquid. The last of the ice III melted ar -19.2"C,

indicating a pressure of 2.68 kbar (Wagner et al., 1994)
and a density of l.l3 g/cm3 (Saul and Wagner, 1989).

In summary, visual observation of the habit of the li-
quidus ice phase is usually sufficient for an accurate iden-
tification of the polymorph. The differentiation of ice
polymorphs in the region of the ice V-ice Vl-liquid triple
point may be uncertain, but subsolidus behavior may
provide the necessary clues. Once the polymorph is iden-
tified and the melting point is determined, calculation of
the P-T path of the isochore is straightforward.
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